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We present an adaptive staggered grid s heme in two spatial dimensions for the
approximate solution of hyperboli systems of onservation laws. It is based on the
se ond order entral s heme of Nessyahu and Tadmor [7℄ and its extension to twodimensional artesian grids by Jiang and Tadmor [3℄. The ease of evaluating uxes
not on the border but inside a ell and the omponentwise appli ation of the s alar
framework to solve systems of onservation laws make this s heme very onvenient
to work with. No (approximate) Riemann solvers, eld-by- eld de ompositions, et .
are required. The resulting algorithms are parti ularly simple and omputationally
very eÆ ient. Moreover, they an be easily applied to problems where no Riemann
solvers exist (see for example [8℄ for an appli ation to granular avalan hes).
Besides these obvious advantages of the entral framework, there are also algorithmi al diÆ ulties aused by the use of staggered grids. The most well-known
diÆ ulty is the smearing of onta t dis ontinuities. Another problem is presented
by grid-orientation e e ts whi h o ur for radially symmetri ows. Both of these
issues are treated in the forth oming paper [6℄. There are other diÆ ulties whi h are
more losely related to the grid stru ture itself rather than the parti ular solver used
on the grids. One of these issues is the treatment of boundaries of the omputational
domain, see e.g. [5℄. Another hallenging task, whi h is parti ularly important for
pra ti al appli ations, is lo al adaptive grid-re nement and oarsening, in parti ular
for unsteady ows. Sin e the grids are now staggered, new te hniques need to be
developed. These te hni al diÆ ulties have prompted several authors to leave the
staggered grid approa h by proje ting the intermediate solution ba k onto the original grid, see for example [2, 4℄. Here we atta k the problem of lo al grid-adaptation
dire tly using stru tured staggered grids. We would like to mention that unstru tured adaptive staggered grids have been developed earlier by Arminjon, Viallon and
o-workers, and were su essfully applied to steady ows (see [1℄ and the referen es
therein).
Given an adaptively re ned re tangular grid (the original grid) there is no unique
hoi e of a orresponding staggered dual grid. Our approa h relies on the following
natural design prin iples:

1. the orners of the staggered ells should lie in the interior of the original ells,
and vi e versa (this is our de nition of staggered grids)
2. the lo al resolution of the dual grid should re e t that of the original grid
3. the edges of the dual ells should be parallel to the axis, but we do not require
the dual ells to be re tangular.
As our original grid we use an adaptive re tangular grid organized in a quadtree.
We onstru t the staggered dual grid lo ally on ea h ell C of the original grid
following simple rules onsidering only the size of the dire t neighbours of C . Adding
a few auxiliary nodes to the list of nodes of the original grid in ex eptional situations,
we an guarantee that ea h ell of the dual grid ontains exa tly one node of the
original grid. Thus we an handle the dual grid by storing the nodes of the original
grid in a hash-table.
As the staggered grid orresponding to the dual grid we use the original grid
again. We re ne and oarsen only the original and not the dual grid.
Figure 1 below shows an example of the two orresponding grids, the original
one with solid lines and the dual grid with broken lines.

Figure 1: original and orresponding dual grid
We have applied our s heme to various one- and two-dimensional test problems,
e.g. the rotating one, Sod's and Lax' sho k tube and the forward fa ing step for the
Euler equations of gas dynami s, as well as the Brio-Wu Riemann problem and the
Orszag-Tang vortex for the equations of ideal magnetohydrodynami s. In Figure 2
we display numeri al results for the forward fa ing step, using up to nine levels of

lo al grid-re nement, whi h orresponds to 512 ells in the x-dire tion on the nest
grid. Note that for this problem, spe ial are has to be taken at the boundary, where
the rst of our design prin iples annot be enfor ed. Details will be presented in the
pro eedings.

Figure 2: forward fa ing step
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